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FAKING FAITH
by Josie Bloss
Flux, November 2011
After a humiliating "sexting" incident involving a hot and
popular senior, seventeen-year-old Dylan has become a
social outcast -- harassed, ignored, and estranged from her
two best friends.
When Dylan discovers the blogs of homeschooled
fundamentalist Christian girls, she's fascinated by their oldfashioned conversation themes, like practicing submission
to one's future husband. Blogging as Faith, her devout alter
ego, Dylan befriends Abigail, the group's queen bee. But
growing closer to Abigail (and her intriguing older brother)
forces Dylan to choose: keep living a lie or come clean and
face the consequences.
A Junior Library Guild Selection, and the Winter 2011
Meg Cabot Book Club selection.
“Josie Bloss writes about obsession -- characters who are
obsessed with band or music, obsessed with a boy, obsessed with someone else's life. They're themes to
which all young adults -- popular or not -- can relate.” -- INDIANAPOLIS STAR

Author bio: Josie Repking, a third-generation band geek, attended the University of Michigan, where she
was a member of the best college marching band in the country and a staff reporter for
the Michigan Daily. She also spent a year at the University of St. Andrews in
Scotland. When not mining her high school journals for material and wishing there
were marching band options for adults, Josie enjoys theater and karaoke. She is the
author of BAND GEEK LOVE (Flux, July 2008) its sequel BAND GEEKED OUT (Flux,
April 2009), and ALBATROSS (Flux, February 2009), which Meg Cabot called “Taut
and emotionally wrenching”.

Young Adult Novel
North American rights sold.
Translation rights and Audio: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Dramatic rights: Contact rights@ktliterary.com for more information
Finished books available

Also available!
BAND GEEKED OUT, BAND GEEK LOVE and ALBATROSS
[Band Geeked Out] isn’t a fairytale story about how wonderful high school is —
the characters have legitimate problems, nothing works out according to plan, and
some relationships don’t work out. In other words, it’s like real life, and that’s a
perfect reason to read it… Bloss has a definite knack for characterization, creating a
group of teenagers that seem too life-like to be fake and a realistic pair of parents.
-- School Library Journal
If you like clean romantic comedies, then Josie Bloss's debut novel will be music to
your ears.
-- Little Willow
French rights sold to Bayard.

Ellie is obsessive, high-strung, and sometimes rather horrible. She's touchy and
domineering, and cares too much about what people think about her.
Somehow, though, her behavior and attitude come off as refreshingly real and
honest. Ellie is indecisive and makes mistakes, just like many teenagers. Her
strong personality is nicely offset by Conner's kindness, and their relationship,
with all its twists and turns, is interesting to watch unfold. The unusual setting
of marching band, a microcosm of high school not often seen in YA novels,
helps this stand out.
-- KLIATT, July 2008

Taut and emotionally wrenching… I couldn't put it down. Josie Bloss is an
author to watch. -- Bestselling author Meg Cabot
Bloss shows the ways that emotional bullying can affect a supposedly loving
relationship and how one teen repeats—and breaks—the cycle of abuse. […]
Her story will wrench hearts. Girls who believe in the swept-off-her-feet
romance may see that a “perfect” boy’s veneer can hide an ugly,
domineering personality.
-- Kirkus
Bloss's […] descriptions of lust and envy are honest and captivating.
-- Publishers Weekly
Albatross is a startlingly realistic portrayal of emotionally abusive
relationships. Its message to young women is clear: do not put up with men
who make you feel bad about yourself.
–- School Library Journal
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SUPER
by Matthew Cody
Knopf, September 2012
Daniel Corrigan is as regular as can be, especially when
compared to the Supers: kids in his new hometown with actual
powers like flight and super strength. But Daniel's not
powerless. Only he was able to stop the Shroud, a supervillian
bent on stealing his newfound friends' powers. And thanks to
him, his friends got to keep those powers.
Now Daniel himself is starting to display powers, while at the
same time, his friends are losing theirs. His friend Eric thinks
Daniel is just becoming a Super himself, a late-blooming one.
But Daniel worries there may be something more sinister at
work, since his power-stealing ability is uncomfortably like the
Shroud's. Of course, the Shroud is gone now . . . or is he? And
could Daniel himself be his new vessel?
German rights sold to Dressler Verlag.

Author bio: Matthew Cody is the author of the MG superhero
novel POWERLESS (Knopf, October 2009), winner of multiple
state awards including the Rebecca Caudill Book Award; the timetravel adventure THE DEAD GENTLEMAN (Knopf, November
2011); the sequel to POWERLESS, SUPER (Knopf, September
2012); and the historical adventure WILL IN SCARLET,
forthcoming in 2013. Outside of novels, Matthew has written for
both Marvel and DC comics. Originally from the Midwest,
Matthew now lives with his wife and young son in Manhattan.

Middle grade novel
World English rights including Audio sold.
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio rights: Listening Library
Dramatic rights: Jerry Kalajian, Intellectual Property Group, jerry@ipglm.com
Finished copies available.

Also Available!
POWERLESS
(Knopf, October 2009)
Foreign rights sold to Mondadori (Italian), Cecilie Dressler (German),
and Shanghai 99 Readers’ Culture Co. (Chinese Simplified Characters).
“A fantastic story, thrillingly told. This book has a superpower—you can’t
put it down.”
-- Jonathan Stroud, author of the bestselling Bartimaeus Trilogy
“At last! A superhero story about the kid who isn't the superhero!
Matthew Cody's descriptions of pre-teen life and flying and tumbling
through the stratosphere were so real and vivid, they almost gave me
vertigo!”
-- Jeff Smith, author of the bestselling Bone series
Cody’s debut novel pays homage to the great Golden Age comics at every
turn, from the kids’ various super skills to the maniacal bad guy driven by
envy and greed. High-flying action aside, however, the heart of this story
lies with Daniel, an Everykid faced with the very real obstacles of fitting
in, negotiating friendships with the opposite sex, and losing a loved one. His relationship with his dying
grandmother is particularly poignant, and fortunately the author respects young readers enough to not
provide a superhero fix but to realistically portray Daniel’s grief with both tenderness and restraint. The
mystery surrounding the origins of the superpowers adds a bit of intrigue, giving this satisfying and
genre-blending read a broad appeal.
-- Bulletin of the Center
for Children’s Books

THE DEAD GENTLEMAN
(Knopf, November 2011)
“Chucking in elements of steampunk, Jules Verne, and Edgar Rice
Burroughs along with vampires, three-armed aliens, inscrutable monks,
closet monsters, and even dinosaurs, Cody pays tribute to classic
adventure authors and genres here as he dishes up an exciting timetravel tale.” – Booklist
In twin storylines from 1901 and modern New York, Tommy Learner and
Jezebel Lemon, two pre-teens from different centuries must work
together to save the world from the plots of The Dead Gentleman – an
immortal villain intent on ruling the land of the undead by killing
everyone on Earth. To do so they will have to travel to other worlds –
some behind doors best left closed – to search for allies in the battle
against The Dead Gentleman.
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SOMETHING LIKE NORMAL
by Trish Doller
Bloomsbury, June 2012
“Something Like Normal is frickin' amazing. You will smile
and sob and snort-giggle, and when you finish? You will
walk away a better you. Read this book NOW.”
--Lauren Myracle,
New York Times Bestselling Author
Travis Stephenson is a nineteen-year-old Marine on leave
after his first deployment to Afghanistan. Back home in
Florida, Travis struggles with post-traumatic stress disorder,
adjusting to civilian life, a disintegrating family, and
friendships that no longer fit.
When his path crosses that of Harper Gray, a girl whose
reputation he trashed with a middle school lie, Travis feels
like he might have found something to hold onto – someone
who helps him feel normal. Whatever that means.
A contemporary novel for older YA with a compelling male
protagonist, set against battles both internal and remembered.

Author bio: Trish is a former radio personality and newspaper reporter with a B.A. in
Journalism from Ohio State University. She lives in Florida with her husband, two
teenagers and The Cutest Dog in the World. She divides her time between working at
Barnes & Noble and writing young adult fiction. Her favorite band is The Slackers.
Her tumblr is http://trishisthinkingagain.tumblr.com/.

Young Adult
World English rights including Audio sold.
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio rights: Bloomsbury USA
Dramatic rights: tbd. Contact rights@ktliterary.com for more information.
Finished copies available.

Praise for SOMETHING LIKE NORMAL
Doller debuts with a timely novel that carves new ground out of the saturated teen romance and postwar trauma genres. Travis is home in southwest Florida, on leave from Afghanistan and dealing with the
death of his best friend and fellow soldier Charlie, the breakup of his parents’ marriage, and his girlfriend
having left him for his brother. While processing all of this, he meets Harper, a girl whose reputation he
destroyed years ago, and the two slowly start to connect. … Travis’s struggle to understand the ways in
which the war has transformed him and how to ask for help offers the most tension. Doller avoids
politicization of the war, and she addresses post-traumatic stress disorder with honesty and a light
touch, making Travis’s experience both personal and relatable. – Publishers Weekly

This is a compelling look at the aftermath of a tour of duty in a war zone. The nervous awkwardness
his family feels around him makes sense—he left them as a high school graduate and returns as a warhardened Marine. While the relationship between him and Harper is meant to be the story’s focus, it is
Travis’s relationship with his mom that gives depth to his character. His annoyance at her nervous
chatter as they leave the airport evolves into real appreciation for her vigilance during his tour of duty
and seething anger at his father for his disrespectful treatment of his mom. – VOYA

An affecting look at the experience of one teen soldier’s experience on leave from Afghanistan….
Travis’ present-tense narration puts readers directly into his uneasy psyche; he only gradually reveals to
himself as well as readers the extent of the damage he has taken in the desert. If the growing relationship
between Travis and Harper seems too good to last and the sudden stiffening of his mother’s spine
unlikely, readers will be so invested in Travis’ poor, shattered soul they will forgive narrative
convenience. At its heart, this too-timely novel is purely honest. – Kirkus Reviews

… Doller’s debut novel effectively captures the haunted and hallucinatory feeling of a damaged
soldier returning home, a nineteen-year-old who says he’s “having trouble even picturing a future
with me in it.” Travis is a likable guide to his personal hell, and the characters in his orbit are well drawn
and believable. His voice is strong, even when his belief in himself is not. When Travis reunites with
Harper Gray, a girl who has hated him since he started an ugly rumor in middle school that ruined her
reputation, he is drawn to her, “all green eyes and tousled hair,” and the tentative relationship that
ensues may just ensure some kind of a new normal for Travis. Her support and shy love, including
nudging him to see a therapist, may help Travis to feel a bit more whole and stop feeling like a “Travis
Stephenson-shaped space that needs to be filled in.” – Horn Book

2013 YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults and Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers nominee

NPR Top 100 Young Adult Novels nominee

Chosen as a 2012 Spring New Voices title by the American Booksellers Association

Selected as a Kirkus Review New and Notable Books for Teens title for June 2012
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BAD HAIR DAY
by Carrie Harris
Delacorte Press, November 2012
Kate Grable is my new hero. Thanks to Harris's darkly funny,
twisted, and sexy tale of high school drama gone un-deadly
wrong, I know who I'm calling during the next zombie
apocalypse. Science nerds have never been so cool.
-Kiersten White, NYT bestselling author

Kate Grable is geeked out to shadow the county medical
examiner as part of her school’s pre-med program. But
after he’s arrested for murder, she’s left with the bodies.
And when Kate’s brother Jonah stumbles upon a dead
gamer girl, she realizes that the zombie epidemic she
cured last fall was only the beginning of the weirdness
taking over her town. Someone’s – or something – is
murdering kids. Something really hairy. And strong.
Possibly with claws.
Is it werewolf awesomeness like Jonah and his dorktastic
friends think? Kate’s supposed to be a butt-kicking zombie
killing genius . . . but if she can’t figure out who’s behind the freakish attacks, the victims—or what’s left
of them—are going to keep piling up.
It’s scary. It’s twisted. It’s sick. It’s high school.

Author bio: Carrie Harris is a geek-of-all-trades and proud of it. Brains are
her specialty; she used to work in a lab where they were delivered daily via
FedEx. After that, it seemed only natural to write a zombie book. Now she
lives in Michigan with her ninja-doctor husband and three zombie-obsessed
children. Learn more about her at carrieharrisbooks.com.

Young Adult
World English rights including Audio sold.
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio rights: Delacorte Press
Dramatic rights: Mikhail Nayfeld, Heroes & Villains Entertainment, mikhail@heroesandvillains-ent.com
Galleys available

Also Available!
BAD YETI
Delacorte Press, November 2012
Set in the world of BAD TASTE IN BOYS and BAD HAIR DAY,
this digital story is the perfect introduction into the funny high
school world of Carrie Harris, where humor meets horror (and
sometimes zombies, werewolves, yetis, and yes, even unicorns).
Jonah Grable hasn’t minded living in the shadow of his older,
zombie fighting sister Kate, but this weekend he’s definitely
raising his profile. A weekend of epic epicness—waving swords
and flirting with girls in elf ears at his LARP club event—is totally
up Jonah’s alley. But when his alter ego, Sir Talatien Maguirier,
Nightdark Clanlord, comes face to face with a real, live Yeti,
Jonah—or, rather, Tal—has to take matters into his own hands.
So he sets off with gamer goddess Lady Amethyst, brown-eyed
Europa, and Calamity, a braid-wearing barbarian in fur into the
great unknown on a search for yeti-related awesomeness. . . .

BAD TASTE IN BOYS
Delacorte Press, July 2011
Carrie Harris's BAD TASTE IN BOYS is fast, funny and
gruesome. Kate Grable is the kind of character that I wished I
could have hung out with in high school. Who knew that a
potential viral zombie outbreak could be so much gosh darn
fun? Funny and horrific . . . two great tastes that go together.
-- Thomas E. Sniegoski, New York Times Bestselling Author of
THE FALLEN
A YALSA Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers
2012 selection
With this laughing, shrieking riot of a debut, Carrie Harris
captured my heart... and my braaaaiins.
--Andrea Cremer, author of NYT bestseller NIGHTSHADE
Teens will admire how Kate uses her brains to win the hearts of
her male classmates. The plot moves along quickly, making
readers feel as if they were watching an actual zombie movie.
The short chapters are filled with light humor along with a silly, gory edge that will make readers laugh,
rather than cringe. -– School Library Journal
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THE MADNESS UNDERNEATH
Shades of London, Book Two
by Maureen Johnson
Putnam, February 2013
After her near-fatal run-in with the Jack the Ripper
copycat, Rory Devereaux has been living in Bristol under
the close watch of her parents. So when her therapist
suddenly suggests she return to Wexford, Rory jumps at
the chance. But Rory’s brush with the Ripper touched her
more than she thought possible: she’s become a human
terminus, with the power to eliminate ghosts on contact.
She soon finds out that the Shades – the city’s secret ghostfighting police – are responsible for her return. The Ripper
may be gone, but for now there is a string of new
inexplicable deaths threatening London. Rory has evidence
that the deaths are no coincidence. Something much more
sinister is going on, and now she must convince the squad
to listen to her before it’s too late.
In this follow-up to the Edgar Award-nominated THE
NAME OF THE STAR, Maureen Johnson adds another
layer of spectacularly gruesome details to the streets of
London that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the very end.
Johnson plans at least two more books in the series, as Rory explores her developing talents. Rights have
been sold to HarperCollins (UK), C. Bertelsmann Jugendbuch (Germany), Michel Lafon (France),
Mondadori (Italy), Graff ( Israel), De Fontein (The Netherlands), Algoritam (Croatia), Sun Culture
Publishing (Taiwan), Azbooka (Russia), Thrasyvoulos Drakoulis (Greece), Amarin (Thailand), Rocco
(Brazil), Levne Knihy (Czech Republic), Artemis (Turkey), and Ikar (Slovak Republic).
World English audio rights were pre-empted by Brilliance/Audible.

Author bio: Maureen Johnson was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and studied
writing and theatrical dramaturgy at Columbia University, where she earned her MFA.
In addition to writing books, she is also a scriptwriter for the Harry Potter and the HalfBlood Prince videogame. She lives in New York City, and travels to the UK on a regular
basis.
Young Adult
North American rights sold.
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio rights: Brilliance/Audible
Dramatic rights: Jon Cassir, Creative Artists Agency, JCassir@caa.com
Galleys available

Blurbs and Reviews for
THE NAME OF THE STAR
“This book made me want to give up everything, move to
London, and fight ghosts.” -- Holly Black
“An un-put-down-able thrill-ride that will leave you
gasping, laughing, and dreaming of London.” -- Ally Carter
"A gorgeously written, chilling, atmospheric thriller. The
streets of London have never been so sinister or so
romantic.”-- Cassie Clare

A clever, scary, little-bit-sexy beginning to a series that takes
Louisiana teen Rory to London. […] The tension ramps up
exquisitely among cups of tea, library visits and the London
Underground. The explosive ending is genuinely terrifying
but never loses the wit, verve and humor that Rory carries
with her throughout. While this tale does conclude, it does
so with a complicated revelation that will have readers
madly eager for the next installment. Nice touches about
friendship, kissing, research and the way a boy's curls might touch his collar fully integrate with a cleareyed look at a pitiless killer
-- Kirkus Reviews
Upon arriving in London from Louisiana for the school year, high-school senior Rory is told that
someone “pulled a Jack the Ripper” the night before. She assumes the phrase is some quaint British
colloquialism she has yet to learn, not an actual reference to a gruesome murder committed on the same
date—August 31—and in the same location. The smart, breezy, self-deprecating narration and textured
boarding school atmosphere provide easy entrance to this
increasingly eerie murder mystery in which the only sure thing is
the schedule—Jack’s. […] Suspenseful and utterly absorbing, this
first book in the Shades of London series will leave readers glad
that Johnson, like her copycat killer, plans to return to the scene of
the crime. – Horn Book
Johnson uses a deft hand, applying the right amount of romance
and teen snarkiness to relieve the story’s building tension.
Departing from her previous works, she turns paranormal on its
head, mocking vampires and werewolves while creating ghosts
that are both realistic and creepy. A real page-turner. – School
Library Journal
Johnson proves again that she has the perfect brisk pitch for YA
literature, never overplaying (or underplaying) the various
elements of tension, romance, and attitude. […T]his is a cut above
most paranormal titles, with a refreshing amount of space given to
character building. What’s that coming through the fog? Yes, it’s
more volumes in the Shades of London series headed our way. -Booklist

Also available!
SCARLETT FEVER
Point/Scholastic, February 2010
Scarlett and her loveably dysfunctional family are back in this sequel to Suite
Scarlett. […] Although this is a follow-up […], it is not necessary to read the
previous novel to enjoy Scarlett Fever. The plot careens like a runaway train at
times, but it’s great fun to be along for the ride. The strength of the novel is its
fascinating characters; they are well drawn, complex, and believable. Family
drama and issues about money and social class keep things real and ground the
story. An abrupt ending leaves readers hanging, begging for more. Hopefully,
Johnson will oblige us with a third book.— VOYA
Foreign rights sold to De Fontein (Holland) and Gallimard (France). Finished copies available.

SUITE SCARLETT
Point/Scholastic, May 2008
The Hopewell Hotel, 75 years ago a stylish Upper East Side haunt, has fallen on hard times. Its
proprietors, the Martin family, have let the last remaining employee go,
and now it's up to the four children, Spencer, Lola, Scarlett, and Marlene, to
keep things afloat. Enter one Mrs. Amy Amberson, a flamboyant, mysterious guest,
back in New York after a long absence, with some clandestine motives. Mrs.
Amberson is to occupy the Empire Suite, just today entrusted to Scarlett as a
"present" on her fifteenth birthday (a family tradition), for the entire summer, and
keeping her happy will test Scarlett's ingenious mettle. What follows is some utterly
winning, madcap Manhattan farce, crafted with a winking, urbane narrative and
tight, wry dialogue. Beneath the silvered surface, Johnson delivers a complex
sibling relationship. Like the Hilary McKay's Casson quartet, first introduced in
Saffy's Angel (2002), these siblings are bound by tender, poignant connections, all
the more real for the absurdity of their circumstances. We can only hope that they,
too, return for more intrepid adventures. – Booklist (Starred Review)
Foreign rights sold to De Fontein (Holland), Gallimard (France), and Cicero (Hungary). Finished copies
available.

LET IT SNOW
Speak/Penguin, September 2008
Johnson's playfulness, Green's banter, and Myracle's sincerity mesh well here,
resulting in a collection that is imbued with optimism and warmth. The plotting is
tight, and each end loosed by one author is tied up by another like a bright Christmas
bow. A delightful read any time of the year. – Booklist
Foreign rights sold in Germany, Turkey, France, The Netherlands, and Brazil.

THE LAST LITTLE BLUE ENVELOPE
HarperCollins, April 2011
Ginny Blackstone returns for another delightfully madcap adventure in Europe in this
follow-up to Thirteen Little Blue Envelopes (2005). […] Ginny’s narrative, told in an
intelligent, third-person voice, establishes her firmly as a sympathetic, often hilarious
everygirl, whose efforts to understand herself and who she’d like to be are fraught
with moments both romantic and heartbreaking. Johnson’s skill in creating secondary
characters that are unusual, realistically flawed and utterly believable is again on
display here. […T]his an appealingly smart and honest read that fans of the first will
find deeply satisfying. – Kirkus Reviews

Other books by Maureen Johnson
Foreign rights have been sold in Catalan, Croatia, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Poland, Romania,
Sweden, Turkey, and the UK.

Contact Jean McGinley at HarperCollins Children’s Books for translation rights,
Jean.McGinley@harpercollins.com

Contact Allison Heiny at Rights People
for translation rights, AllisonH@rightspeople.com

Contact Barry Goldblatt at BG Literary
for translation rights, barry@bgliterary.com
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TRUTH
by Julia Karr
Speak/Puffin, January 2012
Nina had a normal life. That was before her
normal was shattered. Before she discovered the
truth about her family…
And now that she’s sixteen, she sports the same
Governing Council-mandated tattoo of XVI on her
wrist. The one that all sixteen-year-old girls are
forced to get. The one that announces to the world
that she is easy prey for predators.
But Nina won’t be anyone’s stereotype. And so
when she joins up with a small force within the
Resistance, she knows that they will have to put
an end to one of the most terrifying secrets
programs the GC has ever created.
Because the truth always comes out. And the
consequences can be deadly.

Author bio: Julia Karr was born in Indiana, and moved to Chicago when she was
fifteen. After the initial culture shock of going from quiet, small town living to Carl
Sandburgʼs, “stormy, husky, brawling,” metropolis, she fell madly in love with the
city. Her schooling in the art of writing came from reading, voraciously. As a young
mother, reading books to, and eventually with, her daughters, she fell head-overheels for childrenʼs literature. While still working a nine-to-five job, after hours Julia
can be found at home in Bloomington, Indiana, sitting on the couch tapping out
stories on her laptop, with one of several cats draped behind her and her dogs
sleeping nearby.

Young Adult
World English rights including audio sold.
Translation rights: kt literary, llc. rights@ktliterary.com
Audio: Puffin Books
Dramatic rights: tbd. Contact rights@ktliteray.com for more information.
Finished copies available.

News and Reviews for
XVI by Julia Karr

In her unsettling debut, Karr depicts a sex-obsessed future where
women are the perpetual victims of predatory marketing, and
other societal ills seen in our present—families trapped in the
welfare system, pharmaceutical companies in bed with health-care
providers and the media—have been taken to terrifying ends. […]
There’s no doubt this well-written, accessible sci-fi thriller will
provoke discussion.
– Booklist

Gender politics and sexual awareness play prominent roles in
Karr’s thought provoking dystopian debut, set in a totalitarian
future where world peace came at the cost of certain civil liberties
and personal freedoms. An unusual blend of futuristic thriller and
pro-abstinence advocacy, Karr’s story has much to say about the
increasing sexualization of teenagers. […] A solid, enjoyable story.
-- Publishers Weekly

A fun little thriller.

– Kirkus Reviews

Karr manages to tackle big topics of the darker side of sex, media influence, government control, and
women’s equality. Teens will enjoy the romantic melodrama, and fans of dystopian novels will be drawn
to the plot… With an ending that hints at a sequel, newer fans of dystopian fiction might want to read
M.T. Anderson Feed or Scott Westerfeld’s “Uglies” trilogy while they wait for its arrival.
– School
Library Journal
XVI moves at a rapid pace with a diverse cast of well-developed, interesting characters that stand so well
on their own, that when they’re combined together, the result is a solidly-structured plot line in perpetual
motion. Despite the dismal outlook for females in the future world, Julia Karr has created very strongminded female characters who use their strength to fight back and not give in to societal pressures or
accept a lesser station in life. With the incredible pressure that teens are under today, it’s nice to have
positive role models like Nina to demonstrate that despite what life may have in store, you can still be an
individual, take a stand, and think for yourself.
– New York Journal of Books
Foreign rights sold at auction in Germany to C. Bertlesmann Jugendbuch with TRUTH. Brazilian
rights to Pandorga.
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LOLA AND THE BOY NEXT DOOR
by Stephanie Perkins
Dutton Children’s Books, September 2011
♥ YALSA's Best Fiction for Young Adults, 2012 list
From the author of ANNA AND THE FRENCH KISS comes
a new romantic novel to touch your heart.
For budding costume designer Lola Nolan, the more
outrageous the outfit—more sparkly, more fun, more
wild—the better. But even though Lola’s style is outrageous
she’s a devoted daughter and friend with some big plans for
the future. And everything is pretty perfect (right down to
her hot rocker boyfriend) until the dreaded Bell twins move
back into the house next door.
When the family returns and Cricket—a gifted inventor and
engineer—steps out from his twin sister’s shadow and back
into Lola’s life, she must finally reconcile a lifetime of
feelings for the boy next door.
Foreign rights sold to Novo Conceito in Brazil, whose edition of ANNA AND THE FRENCH KISS
was a bestseller in that market, to Platforma in Spain, and to Kirpi Yayıncılık in Turkey.

Author bio: Stephanie Perkins is proud to be both a book nerd and a movie geek.
She loves swashbuckling adventures, mocha lattes, fairy tales, loud music,
jasmine tea, neighborhood walks, and afternoon naps. And kissing. She lives in
the mountains of North Carolina with her husband, and is the author of ANNA
AND THE FRENCH KISS, and the forthcoming ISLA AND THE HAPPILY EVER
AFTER (Dutton, Fall 2014).

Young Adult
World English rights including Audio sold
Translation rights: kt literary, llc. rights@ktliterary.com
Audio rights: Listening Library
Dramatic rights: Jon Cassir, Creative Artists Agency, JCassir@caa.com
Finished copies available.

News and Reviews for LOLA!
Seventeen-year-old Lola lives with her two fathers in San Francisco. An aspiring costume designer, she
has an extreme style and a penchant for outlandish outfits, sequins, and wigs and no longer cares what
anyone else thinks about her exotic outfits. She also dreams of a future with her boyfriend, Max, as he
pursues his rock-and-roll career. But life rarely follows a plan, and Lola’s seems to be falling apart. […]
As everything begins to come apart at the seams, she learns that, like fabric, life’s pieces can be sewn back
together to create something better than what was originally designed. Perkins’s novel goes a bit deeper
than standard chick-lit fare, and Lola is a sympathetic protagonist even when readers disagree with her
decisions. Her shaken certainties and the obstacles that are thrown in her path give her maturity and
depth and, ultimately, settle her more firmly into her dreams with a greater confidence. Secondary
characters are well developed and lend believability to the novel. Step back–it’s going to fly off the
shelves. – School Library Journal
Perkins avoids the second-novel curse with a delectable companion to her debut hit, Anna and the French
Kiss (2010). […] Fans of the first novel will be happy to know that Anna and her boyfriend have not only
remained together but play a role in helping Lola confront her renewed feelings for the boy next door.
Along with the possibility of romance, Lola also reconciles her lineage to a homeless, drug-addict mother,
while Cricket deals with the revelation that his notorious ancestor stole his famous idea. Just as Perkins
did with Paris, she embeds a tour of San Francisco culture throughout the snappy storyline. And steamy
kisses and tingly touches? There are still plenty of those, too. – Kirkus Reviews

Perkins skillfully shows that learning to let one’s authenticity shine through is what true love can make
happen. -- Booklist

Like its predecessor, Perkins’s companion novel to Anna and the French Kiss has snappy dialogue and
sexy love interests, though high-school junior Lola is a much more unconventional heroine. With an array
of wigs and costumes at her disposal […], she has no interest in blending in. As Lola begins her junior
year, her goals are to get her fathers to approve of her 22-year-old boyfriend, Max, and to create a
masterpiece Marie Antoinette costume for the winter dance. But complications arrive when Cricket Bell
moves back next door. Two years ago he broke her heart, and seeing him again shakes her faith in her
relationship with Max. What’s a girl to do when two guys are into her? Lola indulges her inner angst
plenty, but her self-deprecating sense of humor and Perkins’s skill at capturing Lola’s seesawing
emotions make for a lively romance about a girl trying to understand who she is under all the gowns and
glitter. – Publishers Weekly

And coming soon – a return to Paris with
ISLA AND THE HAPPILY EVER AFTER (Fall 2014)!
Falling in love in the world’s most romantic city is easy for hopeless dreamer Isla and introspective artist
Josh. But as they begin their senior year at the School of America in Paris, Isla is quickly forced to deal
with the heartbreaking possibility that their happily-ever-after might be just another dream.
Their romantic journey is skillfully intertwined with those of beloved couples Anna and Étienne and Lola
and Cricket, whose paths are destined to collide in a sweeping finale certain to please fans old and new.

Also available!
ANNA AND THE FRENCH KISS
“Smart and sensual, Anna and the French Kiss is everything your heart is
longing for. You'll want to live inside this story forever. More, s’il vous
plaît.”—Lisa McMann, NYT bestselling author of the Wake trilogy
“Very sly. Very funny. Very romantic. You should date this book.”
-- Maureen Johnson, NYT bestselling author of 13 Little Blue
Envelopes and Scarlett Fever
“Imagine a mug of rich, thick hot chocolate. Now add a swirl of sweet
whipped cream. Yummy? Oui. Well, Anna and the French Kiss is richer,
sweeter, and--yes--even hotter. You're in for a very special treat.”
--Lauren Myracle, NYT bestselling author
“No one captures the exhilarating and exhausting ‘but-does-he-like-me?!’
question better than Stephanie Perkins. A scrumptious read.” -- Justina
Chen, author of North of Beautiful
A nominee for the ALA Best Fiction for Young Adults list.
Perkins's debut surpasses the usual chick-lit fare with smart dialogue, fresh characters and plenty of
tingly interactions, all set amid pastries, parks and walks along the Seine in arguably the most
romantic city in the world. Sarah Dessen fans will welcome another author who gracefully
combines love and realism, as Anna's story is as much about finding and accepting herself as it is about
finding love. – Kirkus (Starred Review)
One of NPR’s 10 Best Teen Reads of 2010: “This may be teen love, but it is true love, hard won, richly
emotional and deeply felt — like the novel itself.” -- Gayle Forman, NYT bestselling author of If I Stay
Featuring vivid descriptions of Parisian culture and places, and a cast of diverse, multifaceted characters,
including adults, this lively title incorporates plenty of issues that will resonate with teens, from mean
girls to the quest for confidence and the complexities of relationships in all their forms. […] Perkins'
debut, narrated in Anna's likable, introspective voice, is an absorbing and enjoyable read that highlights
how home can refer to someone, not just somewhere. -- Booklist
Perkins has written a delightful debut novel with refreshingly witty characters. […]Teens will feel like
they are strolling through the City of Lights in this starry-eyed story of finding love when you least
expect it. – School Library Journal
Stephanie was also featured as one of VERVE Magazine’s 30 Women Under 30.
Foreign rights sold to Bertlesmann (Germany), Spring International Publishers (Chinese Complex),
Konyvmolykepzo Kiado (Hungary), Novo Conceito (Brazil), Ufuk Publishers (Indonesia), Albatros
(Czech), Kirpi Yayıncılık (Turkey), Plataforma Editorial (Spain), and Amber (Polish).
Film rights optioned by New Games Productions for Nickelodeon.
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TALKING PICTURES
by Ransom Riggs
IT Books (HarperCollins), October 2012
With the candid quirkiness of Awkward Family
Photos and the confessional intimacy of PostSecret,
Ransom Riggs's Talking Pictures is a haunting
collection of antique found photographs—with
evocative inscriptions that bring these lost personal
moments to life—from the author of the New York
Times bestselling illustrated novel Miss Peregrine’s
Home for Peculiar Children.
Each image in Talking Pictures reveals a singular,
frozen moment in a person’s life, be it joyful, quiet, or
steeped in sorrow. Yet the book’s unique depth comes
from the writing accompanying each photo: as with
the caption revealing how one seemingly random
snapshot of a dancing couple captured the first dance
of their 40-year marriage, each successive inscription
shines like a flashbulb illuminating a photograph’s particular context and lighting up our connection to
the past.

Author bio: Ransom Riggs is the author of the #1 New York
Times bestseller MISS PEREGRINE'S HOME FOR PECULIAR
CHILDREN, a novel illustrated with found photographs. He's a
filmmaker and a photographer, too, though he's convinced he'll
never take a picture to rival some of those he's found at flea
markets. He lives in Los Angeles.

Coffee Table Found Photography book
World rights including Audio sold.
Translation rights:
Audio: HarperCollins
Dramatic Rights: David Boxerbaum, Paradigm Agency, dboxerbaum@paradigmagency.com
Finished copies available

Also Available!

MISS PEREGRINE’S HOME FOR PECULIAR CHILDREN
by Ransom Riggs
Quirk Books, June 2011
A mysterious island shrouded in fog. An abandoned
orphanage crawling with spiders and rats. A locked trunk
filled with crumbling 19th-century photographs and files.
And one very curious teenager with a digital camera and
plenty of free time on his hands.
These are the elements of Ransom Riggs’ debut novel, a
ground-breaking adventure that mixes fiction and
photography in a thrilling, chilling reading experience for a
spine-tingling ghost story.
Foreign rights sold in 32 territories, including Chinese
(Complex Characters only), Chinese (Simplified Characters
only), Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French,
German, Greek, Hebrew, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Portuguese (in Brazil),
Portuguese (in Portugal), Romanian, Spanish, Swedish,
Turkish, Romanian, Lithuanian, Estonian, Albanian,
Russian, Slovak, Thai, and Icelandic.
The Author is hard at work on a sequel, to be published by Quirk in June 2013.

YA Crossover
World rights including Audio sold.
Translation rights: Mia Amato, Quirk Books, mia@quirkbooks.com
Dramatic Rights: sold to 20th Century Fox with Chernin Entertainment producing.
Finished copies available.
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THE FALLEN: FORSAKEN
by Thomas E. Sniegoski
Simon Pulse, August 2012
Half angel and half human, Aaron holds the weight of the
world in his hands in the fourth book of the New York
Times bestselling The Fallen series.
The war between Heaven and Hell rages on. The devil has
possessed Lucifer’s body and is intent on unleashing
unfathomable chaos in the world. But no matter the cost, Aaron
and the other Nephilim are determined to protect humanity.
As the casualties mount around them, Aaron and his beloved
Vilma’s loyalty and faith will be tested. And in this next
installment of the The Fallen series, they’re out to prove that
what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger....

Author bio: Thomas E. Sniegoski is the author of more than two dozen novels for
adults, teens, and children. His books for teens include Legacy, Sleeper
Code, Sleeper Agenda, and Force Majeure, as well as The Brimstone Network series.
Also a comic book writer, Sniegoski collaborated with Bone creator Jeff Smith on
the prequel miniseries Stupid, Stupid Rat Tails. He also writes the Remy Chandler
series of books for adults: A KISS BEFORE THE APOCALYPSE, DANCING ON
THE HEAD OF A PIN, WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD, A HUNDRED
WORDS FOR HATE, and IN THE HOUSE OF THE WICKED. Sniegoski was
born and raised in Massachusetts, where he still lives with his wife LeeAnne and
their French bulldog, Kirby. Visit him at Sniegoski.com.

Young Adult
World rights including audio sold.
Translation rights: Stephanie Voros, Simon & Schuster: Stephanie.voros@simonandschuster.com
Audio rights: Simon & Schuster
Dramatic rights: Peter Donaldson, PeterJ_D@Yahoo.com
Finished copies available.

Other books by Thomas E. Sniegoski
The Remy Chandler series

Contact Ace/Roc for translation rights: Ritsuko.Okumura@us.penguingroup.com

The Fallen series

Contact Simon & Schuster for translation rights: sy.sung@simonandschuster.com
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THE REECE MALCOLM LIST
by Amy Spalding
Entangled Publishing, February 2013
“I loved getting lost in this world of drama nerdery, new
friendships, prolonged kissing, and mysterious moms. The
Reece Malcolm List is moving and funny; a terrifically
satisfying read.”
--Sara Zarr, author of How to Save a Life
Devan knows very little about Reece Malcolm, until the day
her father dies and she’s shipped off to live with the mother
she’s never met. All she has is a list of notebook entries that
doesn’t add up to much.
L.A. offers a whole new world to Devan—a performing arts
school allows her to pursue her passion for show choir and
musicals, a new circle of friends helps to draw her out of her
shell, and an intriguing boy opens up possibilities for her first
love.
But then the Reece Malcolm list gets a surprising new entry. Now that Devan is so close to having it all,
can she handle the possibility of losing everything?

Author bio: Amy Spalding grew up in St. Louis, but now lives in the better
weather of Los Angeles. She received a B.A. in Advertising & Marketing
Communications from Webster University, and currently works as the Digital
Media Planner for an independent film advertising agency. Amy studied
longform improv at the Upright Citizens Brigade Theatre, and can be seen
performing around L.A. Her debut novel, THE REECE MALCOLM LIST, will be
published by Entangled in 2013, and combines many of her favorite things in life,
including Stephen Sondheim and boys with great hair.

YA Contemporary
World rights including Audio sold.
Translation rights: Rebecca Mancini, RightsMix, mancinirj@verizon.net
Audio rights: Rebecca Mancini, RightsMix, mancinirj@verizon.net
Dramatic rights: tbd. Contact rights@ktliterary.com for more information.
Final manuscript available

Early Praise for REECE!

“Brilliant! With The Reece Malcolm List, Amy Spalding takes you into the heart and mind of her musicaltheater obsessed, fiercely intelligent, achingly funny heroine, Devan. And you will quite literally never
want to leave. Ms. Spalding achieved a feat I never would have thought possible--she made me deeply
miss being a teenager. Her love and enthusiasm for the theater are thoroughly contagious. Her
understanding of the intricacies and heartaches within parent/teenager relationships is spot on. And her
voice as a writer is unique, honest, and quite often flat-out hysterically funny. I laughed, I cried, it was
way, WAY better than Cats! Brava Amy Spalding! I just wanted this show to go on and on...”
--Miriam Shor, star of Hedwig and the Angry Inch (Original Cast) and Merrily We Roll Along
(Kennedy Center's Sondheim Celebration)

"Amy Spalding deftly explores family and identity in this charming, heart-warming and thoughtful
debut. Devan is a laugh-out-loud funny and beautifully honest protagonist navigating life as the not-sonerdy-anymore New Girl with a cast of characters just as memorable she is. The Reece Malcolm List
sings!"
--Courtney Summers, author of Cracked up to Be and Some Girls Are

“I read The Reece Malcolm List in a bad month and didn’t want to leave sixteen-year-old Devan’s new
world of sunny L.A. skies, cool choir classes, sexy but sensitive performing arts school boys, and an
enigmatic thirty-two-year-old mother that she’s only getting to know for the first time. This book has so
much warmth and charm that you’ll find yourself wanting a second helping.”
--CK Kelly Martin, author of I Know It’s Over and The Lighter Side of Life and Death
“I really enjoyed The Reece Malcolm List. It isn’t often I come across books with just the right mix of humor
and emotion. Amy Spalding has a knack for characterization and dialogue. I very much related to the
main character, and I feel like lots of teen girls who are scared to trust others will open up after reading
this book. Heartbreaking in the best way, this book is excellent YA contemporary.”
- Miranda Kenneally, author of Catching Jordan and Stealing Parker
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LOVE-SHY
by Lili Wilkinson
Allen & Unwin, April 2012
Penny Drummond aspires to be a journalist. A good one. A
Pulitzer prize-winning journalist. In the meantime, she's honing
her journalistic skills on the East Glendale Secondary College Gazette.
When she discovers a boy at her school is posting anonymous
messages on loveshy.com, Penny believes she has found just the
story that will help make her name. Her mission: find him, fix
him, feature-article him. Next stop: Pulitzer Prize.
But what will become of her 'journey of the soul' article if the loveshy boy is not who she expects? And what happens when Penny
finds thather soul might be in need of a little attention as well?
Love-Shy is a lively, entertaining and warm-hearted romantic
comedy filled with serious secrets, ambitious plans, awkward
moments and unexpected friendships - funny and engaging to the
very last page.
“Funny and warm and irreverent and chock-full of sass ... Lili Wilkinson creates utterly realistic and
recognisable worlds, where everything is just a bit funnier, quippier and more colourful than in real life.”
-- Leanne Hall, author of This Is Shyness
Author bio: Lili Wilkinson was born in Melbourne, Australia, in the
front room where her parents still live. She was first published when
she was thirteen, in Voiceworks magazine. After studying Creative
Arts at Melbourne University, Lili worked on insideadog.com.au, the
Inky Awards and the Inkys Creative Reading Prize at the Centre for
Youth Literature, State Library of Victoria. She now spends most of
her time reading and writing books for teenagers. She's won awards
for the writing part, but not the reading, unless you count the
stopwatch she won once in the MS Readathon.
Young Adult
World rights excluding NA sold.
Translation rights: Angela Namoi, Allen & Unwin, angelan@allenandunwin.com
Audio rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Dramatic rights: tbd. Contact rights@ktliterary.com for more information.
Finished copies available

Also Available!
PINK (Allen & Unwin, August 2009; HarperCollins, January 2011)
“This fun, razor-sharp, and moving novel reminds us that
pink – like love – is a many-splendored thing. Read it. It
might just change your life.” -- John Green, Printz
Award-winning author of Looking for Alaska
“Fit in or be yourself? Wilkinson explores this universal
dilemma with just the right mix of sensitivity, ambiguity,
insight, wit, and – yes – wisdom. A lovely, funny, and
altogether engaging book!” – Michael Cart
“I laughed, I cried and I occasionally burst into song.” -Justine Larbalestier
[A]n entertaining story about teen angst, sexual identity,
and high school relationships from a promising debut author. – School Library Journal
Winner of a Stonewall Honor!
Australian author Lili Wilkinson takes a witty, refreshing look at high school and adolescence
that obliterates stereotypes along the way. The novel is in turn laugh-out-loud funny,
endearing, and heartbreaking as Ava repeatedly steps into teenage social land mines—with
unexpected results. Because Wilkinson does not rely on stereotypes, the characters are well developed,
and interactions between them feel genuine. Ava’s story will undoubtedly engage readers . . . and maybe
even cause them question their own assumptions. Give Pink to teens who like their humor with a healthy
dose of intelligence, such as fans of John Green. – VOYA (starred review)

A POCKETFUL OF EYES (Allen & Unwin, May 2011)
Bee is in her element working in the taxidermy department at the Museum of
Natural History, but her summer job turns out to be full of surprises:
A dead body in the Red Rotunda. A mysterious Museum benefactor. A large
stuffed tiger in the Catacombs. A handsome boy with a fascination for unusual
animal mating habits.
And a pocketful of glass eyes.
Can Bee sift through the clues to discover whether her mentor really committed
suicide ... or is there a murderer in their midst?
“Smart, slick, funny, with sharp edges. Lili Wilkinson is like a coolgeekgirl Agatha Christie.” -- Simmone
Howell, author of Everything's Beautiful
“Wry, sly, funny, smart, and very entertaining.” -- Jaclyn Moriarty, author of Feeling Sorry for Celia
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We work with a number of diligent subagents who represent our foreign rights around the world. For
information on translation rights to one of our titles, you may email us at rights@ktliterary.com or contact
the subagent in your territory listed below.
We also work with some of the best film agents in Hollywood, including Creative Artists Agency, The
Gotham Group, United Talent Agency, and Intellectual Property Group. If you have any question about
film rights, please email us for more information.
China and Taiwan
Bardon-Chinese Media Agency
3F,No. 150 Roosevelt Road, Sec. 2,
Taipei,Taiwan 100
tel: +886 2 2364 4995
fax: +886 2 2364 1967
www.bardonchinese.com
joanne@bardon.com.tw

Israel
Dalia Ever Hadani
The Book Publishers Association of Israel
29 Carlebach Street
Tel Aviv 67132
Tel: 972-3-5614121
Fax: 972-3-5611996
rights2@tbpai.co.il

Eastern Europe
Prava I Prevodi
Yu-Business Centre
Blvd. Mihaila Pupina 10B/I
5th Floor, Suite 4
11070 Belgrade
SERBIA
tel: +381 11 301 6141
fax: +381 11 311 9879
ana@pravaiprevodi.org

Italy
Gabriella Ambrosioni S.r.l. Literary Agency
via San Giorgio, 1
40121 Bologna
tel:+39 051 2961 096
fax:+39 051 2914 000
www.gabriellaambrosioni.com
gabriella@gabriellaambrosioni.com

France
Agence Eliane Benisti
80, rue des Saints-Peres
75007 Paris
tel: +33 1 4222 8533
fax: +33 1 4544 1817
noemie@elianebenisti.com

Korea
Imprima Korea Agency
4F, GNC Media B/D
352-11 Seokyo-dong, Mapo-gu
Seoul 121-837
tel: +82 2 325 9155
fax: +82 2 334 9160
www.imprima.co.kr
terrykim@imprima.co.kr

Germany
Thomas Schlueck GmbH
Hinter der Worth 12
D-30827 Garbsen
tel:+49 5131 4975 68
fax:+49 5131 4975 868
www.schlueckagent.com
b.schlueck@schlueckagent.com
Greece
Prava I Prevodi
Yu-Business Centre
Blvd. Mihaila Pupina 10B/I
5th Floor, Suite 4
11070 Belgrade
SERBIA
tel: +381 11 301 6141
fax: +381 11 311 9879
ana@pravaiprevodi.org

Russia
Prava I Prevodi
Yu-Business Centre
Blvd. Mihaila Pupina 10B/I
5th Floor, Suite 4
11070 Belgrade
SERBIA
tel: +381 11 301 6141
fax: +381 11 311 9879
ana@pravaiprevodi.org
Other Territories
Rebecca Mancini
RightsMix
tel: 973 900 7876
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